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Cb~sran James R. Mann, Sout..'1. carolina 
Jm:e 19, 1975 
DFS - This is the first interview wit'1. Cong=-esSTian t".ann on June t.l-ie 19t..'1., 
starting a1:cut 9 : l O in tr..e rr.ornin;. One of t.½e urrlerst..:mdir.gs · is 
that it is totally cor.fidential until you reread it, edit it and · 
release it. Seconc:lly, we can l:e as infom.al as you like; these 
questions are just to jog ycur rr.aoory so that we have a mmon basis 
of i.ri.fo:rrnation. _ OJ.r ·role is totally ne:rative. You .1re the hi.stori~ ·· 
cal adi...ar, the historical primary source; we' re just around. 
JR-,1 - I "t-:ould in sore cases ask t.l-iat, Tan in F,ar""Jcular, :i::,erhaps give IT'.e 
a me:".oran::it__nn answering sar.e of t.'1.e inquiries or fill in sane ·of the 
gaps t.11at I'm c;oing to refer to ., so tr.at later I can reconstruct 
. 
it a . little bit l:etter. S11ch as, for example." w-ha the members~- - · , ' ,. · 
~ on t:his. Jade ·To::'coks TI&.!te!:at.rc c...~· Steerina Comri.tt..oe· that •·· 
·-were kind of ~rkir.g on articles at the same time that we were. 
I know Brooks and Sarbanes and ~ or t.'liree others were on that 
little carmittee an:l I met with then a couple of times. Brooks . 
cculd tell you -
DFS - Edwards - ? 
.JR,1 - Yeah, Edwards. They played kind of· a low-key role, you know, they 
we .. ~ just in the 1:ad-cgrourrl, ~rki.ng and kind of passing on ·what we 
were coing tut they took strictly an attit.ntde on what l-~d l:e 
helpful rather than wanting to irnp:,se their , t:ha.ights rut they were 
nevertbeless w:,rking on treir a.-m. ' 
. . 
'IM? - ~ow· who do you recall in this group? 
JFM - The first place I recall rr.eeting on them on at least one occasior.1 - · 
was in a rcan whlch seemed to be a ccrmri. tteercan, alrrost across the 
J:,.all frcrn Jack Breaks' s off ice in Rayhlrn and it must have :been sane 
Govenment Operations Ccrrmittee of his or sarething of the sort. · 
B.lt I rsr.anber meetir.g with B:rcoks and Conyers and Sarbanes and 
F.dwards, tr.ose are the only ones I can recall at this :manent. 
DFS - Last wee.1< Mr. Thornton gave us his ~ drafts that he had with rum, 
arrl of course ya.1 saw the collection here. P.aave you teen able to 
locate - ? 
JR1 - I asked my assistant down h:::r!'.e to go through the boxes which I had 
shi~ dcwn there an:l he's gone on b.o wee.1<:s vacation. I went hone 
for the first time in three weeks and I went down to the office. F.e 
said all of the in,peachnent stuff is in your downstairs office all 
laid out. 'Well, I didn't get down t.'here until SUnday an:i it was 
laid out alright, all of my l:ooks and boxes were open end ~,erything 
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JFM - a ,;-;ord, just tried to separate t.½e type of stuff tr.at I ·wanted him 
to p.111 out of it. There ought to be a p...--etty geed ·little folder 
in tr.at grcup l::ecause I was assisted during that tur.e ~J a professor 
frcrn Wi....'1.t.'i-t...-rop College by t.l-ie name of Bill Blough ar..d it is v~ in-
teresting how I got his assistance. llnd we can kind of just enter 
the problem ._.,-d.t.l-i tli..at story -- Bill Blough appeared at an open 
meeting of tl1e South Carolina Delegation in January, 1973. I could 
be wrong, it could be Ja..'11.laJ:Y, 1974, rut we can establish that. 
The South Caroli."la Delegation started al:out ~ or three years ago 
having an Of:en meeting in the Statehouse · in t.'1-ie Senate chamber# in 
Columbia during Jaruary, to take care of the requests, canplaints, 
of citizens, state governnent, and what not. Fond Bill was on the 
agenda; eve.ryt:ody was given 5 minutes or rrore, he had a written 
statement which I have sanewhere in my file. I ,;,1as .impressed wit.ri 
this statement, it was a courageous statsnent in t."1e first place, 
calling for the impeach:nent of Preside."lt Nixon, at that early date. · 
I t.r:cught· J?rmacy, 7 4 r;;as. a."I ea..."'17 d:n:e -~ the cir~.ces, 
and so later during the course of our hearings, 'br later during 
t!'.e sumner, I guess, I learned that he was up here as an intern 
with Tan Gettys of South carolina. He was taking a leave of ab-
sence fran his job, he taught p:,li tical science, and so I asked 
Tan Gettys to 1::orrow him, so Tan gave him to me. Bill ,;,:orked with 
me for a pericxl of a nonth or two, while this rosiness was going an. 
I asked for him primarily with the thought in mind, I t.lrink, of help-
ing me with such writing as I might ultimately issue concerning my 
final judgment on the proceedings. And at the time I had my initial 
conversation with him, telling him ho,., I wanted him to assist me, I 
indicated to him that it was very daibtful _tbat I was goir.g to vote 
for .irnpeachnent. Th.at regardless of my own private feelings of 
Nixon's guilt, the .. evip.ence li.ad to denonstrate to the public that 
the proceeding was being properly carried out. 
DFS - Now rnay I ask al:out when was this that you indicate that judgment? 
JR1 - Yes, I will try to ir..dicate t.l-iat, I \-XJUld say it was probably al::out 
the t:irne that ~ started taking oral_ test:irrony, just a couple of 
weo---ks before we got to the debate stage, the latter part of July, I 
suspect that it was rather into July when I got hlm. He attended · 
such of the hearings that were open and sane of the closed ones I 
guess. I got him into ti"1e Ccrrmittee rcx:rn. He turned out not to be 
of any great assistance to me. But as a catalyst and sane....,l--cdy to 
1::our..ce ideas off he was very helpful. Unforturi..ately I don't think 
either he or I kept arry notes to speak of and r...e didn't really know 
what I v.--as going to do until I did it, didn't hlep me wit.ri my talks 
or anyt.11.i.ng of that sort. Where I really threw the burden on hlm 
was when John Coar start...~ caning to see me I guess during the course 
of the oral test:i:rrx::,ny, during the latter part of July. I kind of 
waited till tli.at point to start jelling around the past. John D::lar 
came to see me and brought me his set of a.r-....icles, that notebcok ,;.11.th 
the five articles. John Dear .,.;cu1a drop over here at 8 o'clock in the 









JR1 - morning pretty frequently during these b;o or three or four wee..1<s 
of critical time. Eut his first calls on me were in connection 
with articles and r.e 'l.-..a11t-od me to study t.11.e articles that he had 
prepared and to in effect to produce, make any suggestions tr.at I 
had. Well, on the Monday 1::::efore we met in Railsback's office, I 
p.it Bill Blough, a me:ri.ber of John Doar' s staff, John Lovotage or 
SOT".et.'1-i:mg (you can figure · out WP.at t.11.at name is sanewhere along' the 
line). John Doar thought he was a pretty good man for the pn:p:,se. 
Bill Blough and John ~rked all day on Monday in my office, trying · 
to prepare articles alon; the lines that I had suggested to them., 
which ~-ere the obstruction of justice and the arose of IXJ¼-er. I "' 
might have rr:entioned subpeona :r_:x:;wer at tli.at tilr..e, I don't know. They 
labored on t.11at Monday with ar-._.icles and I relieve that they only 
cane up with one during t.riat 'tvr.ole d.2.y. Which I may :t,.ave brought 
wi t.h rne, which. saneJ::::cxiy may recall, to t.}ia.t Tuesday morning meeting, 
my fOSSession of h11at or the f act ti.at I ha.c1 been working on articles, 
in cur discussion that Tllesday morning, kind of led to t."1.e idea tli.at 
I shculd continue with it and that you, Tan Mooney, should assist in 
that project. I think that ~-e a:mcluded to proceed independently and 
to get together that aft.eun:,n. 
'IM - Yru probably did have tli.e article which you read -
JIM - It was an article on obstruction of justice -
'IM 
JR1 -
Sanething like that, I'm not s1..1re if it was ~ ar handwritten ar 
WP.atever -
I don't remat'.ber either, it was prorably typed out, a"ld had been 
prcduced the day before by Bill Blough ar..d: this John "t>?hat-oot fran 
the impeachment staff. Fran then on as "-'e know it was very hectic 
in the preparation of articles and I'll try to highlight the things 
I can rarar.ber right new al:out my p:trticular activity with it. Pe 
started out, I guess, on Wednesday, didn't we? 
DFS - That's correct Wednesday evening, the 24th. 
JIM - So on Tllesday, I know ·we did sane nnre ·work on the articles, and 
when did we rr.eet again on Wednesday morning -
DFS - Here is the - (gives Mr. Mann the chronolcgy} • 
'IM - We met Wednesday morning and Wedr.esday aftenlcon, I tried to put 
tha~ togetli.er and frankly I didn't want to record t.ri.e presence of 
_different people, leaving that to yru. 
JIM - Even though I'll re fairly inaccurate, let me tell it as I recall right 
now, tr.en we can fill in the gaps. First we agreed in Deoocratic caurus, 







JFM - P.cdino 's office be.'lind the Fouse Judicia...ry Reem. We aqreErl in Dero-
cratic Co.7lC'..lS tr.at we had to have a set of articles to lay on the 
table at the time that the debate started. Those articles were of 
course the Donohue articles. You kna .. , frankly I don't recall whether 
the Donohue articles v;ere one of our first drafts or whether that was 
one of the a:mnittee drafts. We knew whatever it ·was, it ~---as just 
tanp:,rarily expedient, sanethlng on the table at t."i.e time. r::o you 
recall? -
'IM - Yeah, I believe I do fran studying the different drafts tr.at we had. 
t•:re H:,rked on Tuesday moniing, Tuesday afterncon, ~·:ed"'.'lesday morr..ing, 
and v:ednesday afternoon. '.rhere was ah1o.ys scrri.e discussion as to 
whether we were going to give the c.1-iainnan a c.raft to ~rk frcn, to 
lay on t.1-ie table. 1'nd I believe at one p:,int, like Fednesday after-
ncon, you did su.ggest e-..at 'Wha-~...r ··we rr_ad at that po:L.,t ,;.,ihic..fl: ·was 
not our final product, or your final product, you vould ·give t.l-i.at 
to hlm ar.d -
JR1 - I believe we did, because we knew it "~d be closer to the real 
thing than anything else that -was in existence at that time in t."ie 
Ccmnittee articles or the Brooks articles or wti.at. I think ycu did 
p.rt sane prel.iminal:y drafts out as t.11e r::onohue articles. The record 
will, of course, show precisely what those were. 1-nd by lcok.ing and 
reading tr.em I can identify whet.rier they were the ones we used. 
r::uring th"' course of t."ie General Debate, as I call it, 15 minute 
~es, I continued to v.0rk with r:car, and you and Frank Pope had 
gotten in the act at that time·. We finally arrived at the language 
for Article I which we were satisfied with arrl which went in as we 
know as the Sarbanes substitute. Put during the course of that twa 
or three days, while we were doing our 15 minute thing, and as a 
matter of general .interest, I did not have time to prepare my 15 
minute presentation because I was involved .in this ot.rier e:<ercise 
a'1.d I ended up .in just pitting together a few quotes and things t.riat 
I grabbed up that had acomll.ated and_kind of had it laid out in 
front of me when I made my presentation. It -was probably the least 
organized, the xrost .i.itrp1.auptn of all the presentations and I' 11 have 
to a::mfess t.,at it came off fairly well. But it -was that disorganized 
partly because I didn't have myself organized for t.riat presentation. 
Then the time came and I guess it must have been the early niorning 
on Friday that ·we had to proceed with the Sarbanes substitute. i,-re 
had met that :rrorning, as I recall, and approved the final language 
and maybe had to redo it one time, and meantime the Denocrats ,;.,.--ere 
sitting in Rcrlino's office -waiting on us, and we ~Jo.lked over there 
and walked. in with it. I den 't believe that we had enough copies at 
·the ti.rr.e or the copies -were grabbed up and being run off while ,;.,e 
were walking over to Podino's, tut at tli.at tirr.e, it not havi."'lg :Ceen . · 
discussed before, the question was raised, well now, who is to mt it 
in as a subs'"....iblte, arA I just lcoked around the roan and picked out 







JIM - And like a gcxxl soldi~, he cidn 't flinch and he agreed to do it. 
I don't even kna,.; if he J-i..ad a chance to ro___ad it be.fore ·we walked 
out of Ralina's office and into the cxmnittee rcan and the first 
order of business was t.rie introduction of the Sar:banes substitute 
and that's ,men Wiggins lit into hlrn as we know. To justify his 
specific allegations Paul tried to get sane assistance fran me 
cause I sat beside hl.'11, he knowing that I had seen it - (laughter) 
l:ut there was no ·way to camrunicate to him and for-him to respcnd to 
Wiggins in any reasonable way. I wasn't rrn.1c.11 help to him, I tried to 
help a little bit, but given t.11e circumstances, he did a re-ri.arkable 
job. I 'm St.L.--e tl-..at the Rep.tblicans gained a little. I' 11 say tr.e 
Republicans; that's how ·we' 11 identify the movement for t.'rie manent. · 
Now, with refe...~ce to A..rti.cle I, I'm not ce...rta.in to wr,.at extent I 
consulted with t.riat Denocratic Steering cam,ittee, if that's \-.rat 
t.h:::.-y ca.l.Lod i t . So I 'll pass ~,·er: t ti.z:t f or the· ~ I t hink 
very little cause that one was probably unanar!!Clllsly agreed just a 
niatter of the \o,Ording. Of course, as soon as that article was on 
the table, we continued our work on Article II . and Article III. I 
don't want to overlook Jolm I:oar's role in ,;,..orking on these articles. 
He and I "-Urked together a,nstantly. He ~d do drafts and bririg 
then over here. Al:cut that time we started meeting in Jerry Ziefman 's 
office. P.nd disa.issing whether Ar~cle II and III should re se;,arate 
or whether or not it should be specification and Article II, which is 
the ·way I originally had it drawn and whid1 to this day I thi.Tlk w::,uld 
have been a better process as bei.1'1g additional specification of al:use 
_,,--.. of power. It was also adequate within itself although I voted against 
,'- it. But, as yc:u know, Pailsback and Flowers and TI1aybe one or n..o 
others didn't like the idea of it being a specification and article 
too. They indicated that t.'li.ey w:,uld rrove to strike and I 'm sure that -
this wauld have been fully developed, rut that they ~ld SU:pp:)rt the 
article. No rnatter how that m:,vtion to strike came up, for t.rie .pre-
vailing influence in that decision as to whether or not include it, 
. 
as a specification of F-.rticle II and Article II, was John Doar. He 
-was sanewhat adamant in his belief that it ooght to l::e a ~te 
article. I think he had sane second thrughts al:out it i:ost-hearings 
rut rnayl:e not. He'll have to answer that. In any event, he persuaded 
me to do it as a separate article. While Article II was under considera-
tion, it came well known to the coalition that McClory was willing to 
SUPfQrt an Article II with enphasis on, what's the language? 
'IM - to faitlL-Fully exea.ite the -
JFM - Tri.at was McClo:ry' s emphasis as I recall. So MC'Clory met with a group 
of us at one time as I recall l:ut he kind of let Frank Pope do most of 
·the negotiating with me and otii.e_rs in that connection. Well, bebveen 
me and Frank Pope and John roar, and others, we pit toget.rier an Arti-
cle II which we thought would be acceptable. We had voted on P...rticle 

















JFM - o'clock in my off ice, Pete P.odino, ~..cClory, Pope and myself and I 
probably had my rnan, Bill Blough, here. I don't recall if anyone 
else was th~...-e, ·well, p....---obabl y John r::oar. I don't recall if anyone 
elese was present. We just had a very brief discussion in wliich we 
agreed in principle to proceed with an article of the type that we've 
generally discussed, a1:::use of p:,wer, leaving out the contempt rosiness, 
and McClory only stayed al::cut 10 or 15 minutes, and Podino only stayed 
al::out 10 or 15 minutes, we agreed &.at they ,,.ould thm leave the de-
tails and remaining arafting with the rest of us, rat.'1-ier me and Pope 
and Dear, I guess, were the principals involved. So we ~rked th.at 
day, I don't remenber hcM long. Then an Monday morning I met wit.'1 
the Republican ~rters in McClory's office and ·we took our prcduct. 
I believe that refore I wait to McClory's office our CJrCU? met on 
r-br1day morning. So, -r t.rrink that I first :met with sane of people, rut 
many didn't sh:Jw up. I celieve &.at I as}:ed then to cc:rne to ray office 
arid many of tr.arr didn't a:rne. Cne, t;,;o, three and then I tcok the 
product to McClory 's office where I, Pailsback, Cohm, Brooks were 
there, and I think Railsback came in l:efore it was over, :he -wasn't 
there long and they basically agreed with the language. In the J'Tlean-
ti."1le, l"lcwever, on SUnday, knowing our Sar:tanes substitute p:roblans; 
John Dear and I discussed it. This is the first time I ratl€mber J:::eing 
in his office in the COngressicmal Hotel. In John Doar's office, 
sitting there with him and this fellow John, and myself after we had 
gotten the sani-final language, Frank Pope might h...ave been there, we 
decided en l-lm3'ate and we called him on the telephone and told him 
that we wanted him to do it. I don't knew whether I talked to hlm or 
not. Eut John r:oar primarily talk.ed to him and Hun:Jate agreed and I 
think ·we agreed on having it at 8 o'clock ~y morning which ";ould 
give him time to study it. I don't bell~ that we tried to get it 
to him SUnday night, rut I'm not certain of &.at. So ,;ve got Hur~te 
lined up. After I cam fran McClory's office, I came back to t.'1-im 
Ziefrnan 's office. And the De!toc:r:ats ~~ in ziefn,.an 's office waiting 
and Frnak Pq:e came in to the office with the De:nocrats and me and we 
weren't quite satisfied with one of the specifications. And I dis-
tinctly remenber John Doar sitting on the sofa. He again · took the 
I=05itian that the canta!'pt shculd be the third article. But on that 
norning we weren't quite satisfied with the last specification aT'ld 
as we walked dCMn the hall to go the Carmi ttee meeting, having ad-
j aimed tr..e little Derocratic session, Frank Polk and I stopped in 
Bill Shattuck's office and wrote it d0Wr1, agreed on it. I think maybe 
Paul Sarbane stuck his nose in. There were the three of us at t.hat 
i;:oint, yeah &..at' s the right language. I forget those precise "ords, 
you don't have a copy ·of the article? 
'1M - . Oh, yes 
JP.1 - Sanething al:out in violation of t..'1e rule of law, was the la'l1gllage we 
used, it wasn't violation, rut that was the language that was added 
at that i;:oint. Contrary to the rule of law, bow does it go, l:ut tli.at 




'IM - The final draft was the next one, but t.'fris was the one Hungate intro-
duced and laid on the table. 
JIM - There it is, Article II, in disregard of ti.'1e rule of law, no,., how 
does tli..at differ frc:rn this? That language was ac.ded in Bill Shatblc.1< 's 
office after "'--e had alrea&.1, eve:?:"1.ftx:rly had agreed on the way in. So 
we had it; I thought we'd had it redone right fast. 80 we added in 
disregard of t.11e . rule of law, he mewing misused. I \~ld suspect 
that the record will show that we made tli.at change before it was pit 
in there. 
-, 
'IM - ·· I' 11 c.}iec.1< that out. 
JIN - I t.½ink the record will &l-icw that it v.ia.s ni.ade --
'1M - Eetore i t ,;,.;as laid an ·the t:abL?? 
JIM Yeah, before it was laid on the table, rut it was that last minute 
change and then Rm:Jate introduced it and we can go on fran there. 
So that in broad outline is the way these things came al::alt. Now 
I referred earlier to the meeting, at least one occasion, in the 
Brooks' Ccrmri.ttee :Eban with the Steering Camri.ttee, the o:mnittee 
as I say tcok a very, very low profile because as Walter Flowers 
may have covered in a fairly subtle way in the Darocratic caucus 
of the o:mnittee in the Fcxilno roan. I suspect th.at Rodi.no in the 
meantime of having rrore or less talked himself to sane of the more 
active for lac.1< of a l::etter word - Nixon group. Indicating to· then 
how muc..'1 t.11ey needed the I'!'!Oderate, undecided or non-persecuted crcM:l 
and so there was an atrrosphere that they wanted to do what we \nlld 
go along with - Thornton, Flo,,ers &"ld me. And we indicated fairly 
finnly th.at's what we expected. So it was Jdnd of mutuality of under-
standing. Rather sanewhat unspoken 1:ut nevertheless it was there. 
Denonstrating perhaps rrore by John Conyers than by anytody else; 
John just really kept quiet during these final stages, and that is 
not his nature. Whenever there w::,uld. be a difference of opinion among 
us and sane of th.e others as t.1-iere will, they ,;,.01ld clearly be wanting 
to do what we wanted to do. It was right funny, aJm:,st - the ~ey that 
that pre.railed. And the same type of at:Irosphere prevailed when I went 
to the Steering Ccrrm:ittee wit.fl Brooks and the group. They J-i.ad sane 
suggestions, rut it was clear ·tli.at we ~~e all on the same -wave length 
as far as we were heading. P.nd tli.at \o.,'e weren't going to overstate any-
thing and that sort of ti.'1ing. There is cne little wrinkle that did 
develop, in connection with ti.'1ese additional arnendments, Flowers and 
myself, perhaps Thornton, kind of let it be known that we preferred 
th:Jse arnencrnents not l::e introduced and there was a gocd bit of dis-
·cussion al::out it. 
'IM - Are you taJking al::XJut amencments to llrticles I, II -- ? 






'IM - Irnp::undr.ent -
JIM - Right, and there was sane effort, I'm sure, on the part of Rodino 
and others to keep t.~se fran ceing intrcduced. P.nd there was sane 
vacilation ~./ the ones who -wanted to introduce then. Because of 
t.liat conside-~tion ·we didn't get real hard al:::out it and as a matter 
of fact, I don't guess the final decision an the introduction of 
th:)se was made until after ·we had finished the first two anvh:::M and 
perhaps the third one. They didn't have _anything to lose by rucJdng 
traces a little bit at that ~int. There was pressure or mfluence 
used to try to keep then fran intrcducing t.'1-lose but they t.hought 
they had to c1o it and nolx::dy really said, "Eell, no, you ~ 't do it." 
So t.11ey did it. So that was still indicati.ig a desire on the part of 
all the Dsr.ocrats rather to cx:x:merate on what had been rather aqreed 
and not be a radicalized ty;::e of approac...11 to tJ1e wr..ole ma:ter frcrn the 
l::Eginning. In the ccurse of t.11.e pr.cceedir..gs before A.:.~le III or .. fn 
a lii.-!-1 ° rcrtrfl" session· s~ arot:Il'"'.d there was a rather strong 
feeling expressed by Railsback and one or tt...o others t.liat they thrught 
to sane degree the understanding that we'd had was violated. I'm a 
little fuzzy on it rut it will cane back to me as \or-ego alorq. The 
DEm:x::rats, perhaps with the participation of Flc-wers and Thornton and 
myself, did a little sanething that two ar three rnent'ers of the 
coalition, Railsback in particular I think, thought was a little 
beyond what the expressed understanding was. .li.nd as a result of that, 
more than anything else, I vo'L<'>d against .Article III. It was not, · 
yru know, just to be loyal to the understanding that we'd had, which 
was not all that E:-xpressed. P.nd I of course, had had my doubts al::cut 
Article III, too. I \..ould have preferred that it had 1::een a part of 
Article II. If it had been a part of Article II, the Thornton- amend-
ment really \lalldn't ti.ave been necessary so much, because coupled with: 
other abuses of ~;er in the article, standing alone is very risky as 
an impeachable offense. And fran the very beginning of the controvers,.1 
an the subf::oena 1::ower, I felt that it ccw.d rise to the level of an 
impeachable offense. That's t."1e only way that Con:Jress can enforce 
its p::,wer, really. The Ibuse, under the Constitution has impeachnent 
pGHer, but it shculd r.e acO:Xt!fE.llled , of a:iurse, by substantial endence 
of other .impeachable conduct. You can't canduct a frivilous irrvestiga-
tion and i.'Tlpeac..11 based on that. So, I've went for caution. U:tting 
it be a separate impeachable offense, as a s~te article, and out 
of the litJ-..le reaction, sane bro---ach of understanding, felt by one or 
b.o members of the coalition, I voted against that ar"-....icle. ·we may pit 
tcgetr..er just hew that came ab:::iut. The little incidents that occurred 
that led up to our ccalition getting tcgether I can call to mind. But 
there are u...o or three which I '11 try to touch on. In t."1e first place, 
I knew for h~ or three weeks, s:ince t."1e oral testimony by Ka1rri.bach and 
others. This did more to jell the tlrinking of these undecideds when 
we realized t."1e rronstrocity that Richard Nixon had done to the lives of 
certai."1 people with no rarorse shown and that sort of thing. The 
9. 
JF-M - statanent fron the telephone conversation between !<".almrach ai-rl 
Erlichnan, for example whe."l F'.alrnbach had already tee...T'l notified 
C DPS -
JFM -
to CO!'.e and see t.~ special prosecutor, and he called John arrl said 
John I didn't think t."iat yr:n1 and Eob and t.he President ~'OU.la do 
this to rne and my faniily. And things like t..11.at. I think that 
during that period t..1-i.ere ~e ~ or t.hree or four of us ,;.,--r-0 sta_rted 
rroving to a decision. I really do think that up to that t.:ir.'le t.'"lere 
were s~,eral of us who had avoided rraking a decision consciously as 
well as by training. Farly, very early in the game, I rernemr.er 
telling Barbara Jordan on t.'f-te way back fran one of the meetings ..,.·we 
li..ad in EFlOO we had to r,e sure. Where Polino cani.e out and aI".nounced 
that the Derocrats agreed to unani1101sly to proceed, we li..adn 't taken 
a vote and Flowers and I kind of resented t.'lat publicity at that 
r;:oi..--it. cause he and I, I don't know if re ex;:,ressed it this way , 
l:ut I did,. I t...'-1:i_r.k t:P.at ,;,,e_ .. a_re ~~ in an ~...rc:ise of futility-. 
I remember Barbara Jordan was a little bit reluctant too, because 
she knew that we had mt much to go on at t..1-:iat :i:_::oint. J.nd I expressed 
that opinion to her. I didn't express it at that meet:in;r rut as t."1e 
matter proceeded it was preLLy slow ccrn:IDJ to enough substance to 
think that there -was enough there even th:,ugh Pcdino did a reautiful 
job in not trying to influence ~....rs, and bein1 pretty objective 
in the ·way he han:lled the ·whole matter. It :Cecame apparent t.½at 
towards the last that he felt that the evidence ·was just overwhe.Jn,ing 
when in my judgment it '\',as far fran overwhelming. But arry.iray that 
was said a couple of ·weeks l::efore the oral testi."'rOey ,;-,as began. 
Put ti-.at was the 28th of June - Fodino's statement and your caucus. 
For example, Kalmbach was the 16th and 17t.h of July -
It was during that time, walking back and fort..'l to the floor, 'Walter 
and I frequently walked together, w-e didn't talk a.rout the case-·Yery 
much. He didn't know how I ·was leaning, I didn't J<:na.r how he was 
leaning. Every new and then we '\'o.ild carrnent on t..11.e inadeauacy of, 
tbe s.'1-x,rtccrrd.ngs of certain areas. But we really WJUld not make an 
assessnent of how the whole case looked. We ~:mild not give a per-
sonal opinion al:out it. v?e ,;\Otlld talk arout getting ~et.~er and 
talking. This was during the last~ or t.hree weeks, and we ,._,ould 
get around to it. I knew that it was goin3' to li.appen rut it hadn't 
happened l:.ut it wa.s just a matter of ta.ldng care of the IT'.echanics 
of it. And b:o or three little incidents occu...---red. During those 
latter days, I thin.1< that this was actually after the testinnny had 
been COI"..Cluded, and ,._,-e ·were arguing procedure during a little private 
discussion in ccmnittee, (those ccmnittee discussions off-carr.e:ra '\'?ere 
not very effective, they sr.ould have been a lot rr.ore effective} -~ I 
· expressed our opposition to the tele,rising of the hearL"lg'S. I tried 
to arr~e and the c.11.a.:uman agreed to µit the tables in a quad...-rar.gle 
down on the floor of the a::rrnittee and us sit arour.d and discuss the 
evidence like a jur.1 '\'.Ulld do. He a.ctually contacted t.'1.e ruildi..'"10' 
superintendent for t"lat pl.ll'.p)Se l::ut found out that t.'f-te time dian 't 
pennit it, that . t.rie microphone sib.lation and all t."iat rosiness ~d 
be ratJ,..er ccrrplicated and that it just couldn't do it. ~vell sitting 
up there in t.l-iose tw:J dec.1<s and t:Iy to have a discussion arout e,i-
dence is not really the vray to do it not if you are trying to re a 
I 
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cLcvil' s advocate, and do a little soul searching and rounce a fe.-, 
opinions off of eac..'1 other. It was 'fr.:! urginq that caused us to meet 
twice that wee .. 1<end 1:efore we went on the tul:e, and the meetings ·weren't 
'6-tell attended, particularly by the P.epublicans. But during that pericx1 
of time CO:ben :had stopped 01Jer our side and Walter and I 1'.ad a little 
ch.at wit.."1 him al::out getting together and that is al::out all that was 
said. Then one day during that same period, I was ,;.,alking ·with Butler, 
or I had mentioned getting together to a:rnel:::ody elese, and ,;,;ie got 
seated at our desks in t.'1e carrnittee rocrn, Butler got up and came O'-Ter 
to r.-:.e a.11d said what's this I hear al:out a meet:i..r..g? · I said, well, sa!'.e 
of us h..ave talked al:out get'"...:ing together and he said that I'm interested. 
So, in the meantime, ti.-ne was wasting and I've never really kna .. 7!1 rut 
I aSEU:nerl it ,;.,as Plrn~ and Psi.J...smc.~' or Pa:ilsbad:. on his own· in-
itiative decided that 'I'Uesday morning it was time to do it. I l::-elieve 
that Walter called me on Mor-day l:ut those are the details th.at I recall 
vaguely on h:,w we finally got together. 
DFS - You ~ld say then that the coalition was alrrost inevitable? 
JFM - No question al:out it. There just had to :be a time when we were goir.q 
to get together and talk -
IFS - Now once ycu did, do ycu recall air:f comm.rsation al:::cut this ni.an ro.aybe 
( ought to l:e here or that one not? 
' 
JFM · - No, there was aJm::,st an instantaneous af ini ty and agreenent between 
all of us al:out t"1e n\u primary articles, obstruction of justice and 
arose of rx::,wer. Just very quid<:. At that p:,int during th.at first 
meeting, we didn't set up a:ey recruitment campaign or anything like 
t.l-iat, I guess. I don't think Mc::Clory was mentioned th.at first d.ay, 
maybe a day or b.;o later. I guess each of us knew without any of us 
saying that seven was enc:ugh to make the difference. Though I guess 
the rrore cc:mpany we had, the l:etter. 
'IM - Why do ycu t..ru.r,.k it took so long to gather in that context~ the first 
meeting being a TUesday 1:efore t'l-ie ~7ednesday - ? 
JR1 - Well I thin.1< it's a creature first of our own independence, a.T'ld th.at 
w"e wanted to hear it all before we got in a r:osition of having to :pass 
any judgment. And hearir.g it all included even ·any open full COTTni ttee 
discussions. So the decision p:,int was still far enough ay:ay. I don't 
think it v.ould have been right for us to have gotten together rrore 
ti.'lan a couple of days earlier th..an we did, cefore we finished hearing 
all that there was to hear. 
'1M - On Friday cefore the 'I'Uesday, I 1:-elieve was when Mr. Coar circulated 
the draft articles. Do you recall at that time your :im;,ression of 
t.be articles as :you read than 01Jer? 
JRil - Yeah, yeah, frankly I didn't study then ve.ry well, I glanced 01Jer th~ 
and I just wasn't. :i.'11pressa:1. You knew right now I don't know if I felt 






DFS - Of all the Judiciary Crnmittee ma nbers, frarJd.y why \-:ould you say 
L'Oar, so ofte.T'l, uniquely sing led you out, came over to your off ice, 
converse with ycu and so on? 
JR1 - There had ceen one or bro previous little sessions of one sort or 
another, and one t!'.B.t I thin.le is '\-\Drt.l-iy of note and I' 11 have to 
try to rsnanl:er if I can rana!'.ber precisely what it ·was. I vaguely 
remember there were five of us who were concerned al:::out opening the 
oral testimony to the public, I think that is one place wli..ere it got 
started, Bartara Jordan, myself, probably Pay Thornton, maybed Fd 
Mezvinsky and rnayre one other. The Chairman and D:m E&·:iards met 
w.i th us, to try to persuade us t.l-J.at this ought to 1:e done and John 
L'Oar ·was there and I made a fairly persuasive a.rguEMent tut it didn't 
prevail, :tut in various l•7clys it had. I had sanelxrly ne.~tion to :me 
as late as yesterday - F..arry ;-icPherson, who is a lobbyist lctT>lYer in 
tewn, who said he is a gcod friend of John Coar's. l\nd I sat at a 
.car.quet ·wi t.ri a iin~y ei:r by t":!e nmrre- of Dc,ug1.as-- frcm dOM"tb:)'.&.in wh:,· just 
said that John r::oar has high regard for your judgment and that sort 
of t.riing. I think that he did and he reccgnized that I was a low-
key oort person l:ut that when I made a decision, I was rather per-
suasive. So I don't know what he recognized in me as the one who 
might bring sane <Xlhesiveness to the _gn:up . 
IFS - Does the same answer apply to why it was you who was t.'1-ie emissary or 
whatever '\-\Ord you ~d like to use, between t.11.e roali ti.on and the 
steering crnmittee and so on - ? 
JIM - Well I think it might have been, cause I went to t."le first meeting 
Tuesday rrorning equiped, r.aving given SO't'.e prel.iminary t.l-n.lght to the 
problem. That probably is a very s:imple, simplistic :-reason l:ut pro-
1:ably is the reason. You knew volunteers are usually taken up. Ob-
viously the other menbers of the coali ti.on were willing for me to 
assume t.l-J.at role cause of other considerations, plus the fact that 
I had already made sane :rrove in that direction. 
DFS - Did that role at all a:::me fran a ~est £ran Rodino to you? 
JIM - Nope. 
DFS - Ya.1 mentioned before that kind of aJmost off-the-cuff c.l1oice of 
Sarbanes and then perhaps a little less off-the-cuff Hungate - why 
since in both cases you were involved, ~wasn't it the Mann substitute? 
JIM · - Well th~./ had a nnderate image and I just didn't care to be t.'liat far 
rut front. Cne w:JUld r.ave to say that I still had a one per cent 
resezvation on how I "t-XJUld vote. 
IFS - lmd what was your reaction to t.'1e Kastermeier resolution, specifying 
voting article by article? 
JR-1 - I don't recall -
12. 
DFS - Did tJiat sesn to violate an understanding especially among scr.:e of 
t..~ roalition rnecl)ers t.liat there would be one vote at t.ri.e e."1rl of 
all the articles? 
JR.-1 -- Yeah, there were sare real procedural dilemnas rut muc.,1-i aco al:out 
not.'1inc;·, really. I con' t have a detailed enough recollection a__'J.--out 
bow I reacted to that sitllation. Did we vote on the Kastemteier? 
DFS - Yes. 
JFM - How did I vote? 
DFS - You voted against it. 
JFM - I voted agair.st t.11e article by article. 
IDFS - That's right. 
JR-1 - I was going to suggest that I \',OU].d :ti.ave, for the same reason, reserving-
my judgrrent until all the specific language was in, all of it. It 
w:>uld have been illcgical for me to say all of it includes an article 
on cambcdia, an::1 an article on taxes, · and an article on i..~ent 
ar.d I voted against the whole darn thing, that t,01ldn't have !i'.ade 
sense either. But at least . the thre.at of that \-nlld tend to keep· 
these e:{traneous articles out. 
(~ --DFS It's been said by one of the other members that he felt that there 
was rrore partisanship or division on p.3rt.y lines on procedure than 
on substance. 
·:.( ,,·· . 
,, 
J™ No question a.....l-out that. And I :bad a lot of bitter tirings to say about 
that. And I use the tenn TI".inority partisanship, cause a minority given 
the great old .American under-dog spirit of the fixation on the Presi-
denc,.1 ·which was a good scenario for them to use at that tiT!1e and the 
lack of proof at that stage of the matter. They could play that to 
the .hilt and they did. And there was -no way to cast a reasoriable · vote 
anc1 ·not be accused of partisanship in those procedural ll'att.ers, and I 
· got sane terrible letters and telegrams fran heme because I ec.st a 
reasonable vote in t.""x:lse procedural matters rut t.½e minority was casting 
:partisan votes in thJse prccedural matters. I'm sure that if t.'1ey went 
back and looked at the votes they w::,uld change thE!!l but I accuse them 
of partisanship in that case, unquestionably. 
DFS - N::,uld you ccmnent on the adjective "fragile"· simply for the record? You 
knew it's J:eo-11 called a fragile coalition. 
JR.I - I don't think it was all t."1at fragile. I t.lrink ·we each acted ·wit.½ a 
st...-or.g personal decision. It was nice to }-,.ave sane mutual people whcrn 
you respect in judgment and honesty and to l:e in agreane..Tlt ·with ycu, 
to reinforce ycur own decision. Well, fragile in the sense t.'l-iat none 
of us was camri. tted to any coalition agreenent. i,1e didn't :have an 











JFN - agreement; we :merely had an understanding. We had a nmtuality of 
o:,nvic--....ion is the ·way to describe it. We tried to bring sane order 
to that sour conclusion. We gave up very little, ea.ch of us, in 
the articles we agreed on, I don't than."< t.."1.at any of us gave up 
Imlch in the way of an opinion on the rontents of J'i..rticle I or 
ll.rticle II. 
DFS - You see what's I-,.appened this m:,rning al'ld I think it's excellent. 
Ycu zeroed in on t.li.e key week, key issue. When ·we have another 
hour with you we ,-.ould like to p:rhaps go rack for a bit prior 
and then sane of tl1e aft em.a:th of that week, l:ut this has been 










Second and f:L'lal ta~e with Conqress:-.an James R. Marm of South Carolina cm 
Ju.--ie 24, 1975 
[;FS - In our first session you zeroed in e."<clusively on that one crucial 
~e.l< and so w-e thought if ycu 're r.tllli."lg \ve niight back-track and 
get a little bad<groUild, in the first place, and then 1-11 the second 
place, . see ,;.mat were sane of the aftem.aths of the th:iJ1g. Is th.at 
satisfactory to you? 
JR-i - Eope.fully for t.11e l::::enefit of t.115.s project I ·will be able t.o look at 
my notes down hone during next wee.'k:. The tra"lscripts will give me 
an oPfX)rtuni ty to refresh my main record. Then it 1;.,,ill ~ a f fr1al 
product. 
EJFS - We will get any L-ranscr..ip:ts to ycu ah~ad of tirne arrl of a.:::ur.se~. if. 
~ assistant co.m in Gr~r.i.lle am.Id rout out.,. :yolrr a,m drafts 
before P.ilton Jead, that ~ld be fine. 
JR'1 - I' 11 end up doing it myslef, l:ut that's all right. ·well let me see 
if I can give a very sketchy backg:r:omd of my early thoughts on 
the subject. I gave· no real consid.e.ration ot the issue of impeach-
ment tmtil the Saturday Night !~assacre. At which time my great concern 
was not the firing of Cox by violation of the understanding with 
reference to the creation of the prosecutor, rut the aPf-6rent in-
tention to not ccmply with the spirit of the accord of evidence and 
I recall on SWmy I was at a TV station doing SCJT'.ething else in 
Greenville and I made a statanent to the press which was printed and 
£ran which I got sane flak, to the effect that I felt an imJ;:eachnent 
investigation was .in order to get with the President's intention on 
the cou_-rt order. You can irn.agi._11.e how a lot of people resr;onded to 
that statarent; that rreant :impeachnent and not just :investigate t..l-i.e 
rossibility of irnpeachnent proceedings tal<ing place because of &.at 
and that's really all I meant. So of a:iurse trien on Monday "!hen we 
got back up here many resolutions and speeches were roade, t'li.en Tuesday 
at sane :hour the President annamced · that he was going to ccrnpl y, at 
2 o'clock on Tuesday - along al::out when he made his announcement. 
And that tcok 'the stean out of my feeling aro.it : i.'l'!lpeachnent for the 
ti't'.e being. Because he had ccrnplied substantially. I think that 
was the particular feeling. The firing of the prosecutor never did 
rise to t.½e level of impeachable ronduct in my mind whether it did 
in sore. I rene-nber specifically reading a statsnent that Chesterfield 
Sn.it.11 rnade al:out that, during that weo..__kend :pericrl which he expressed 
rey thoughts and as a niatter of fact was a little strong. But i 
t.l-rink, frarL'l<l y, that with.cut t.'1-ie impetus given t.o t'-ie movanent bl.7 the 
court by the apr;arent intention to not carply with the court order had 
rrore to do ·wi t.l-1 the on-going process , gave it P:'Ore :rraner..tuM t'li.a..,.,. any-
tiring else by far. That really got it started. Pad....tne President 
said that I 'm compl yi.T'lg 1:.vi th the suJ:peona rut I 'm getting a new prose-
a.itor l::ecause I think yot1're on the ·wrong track, I don't really believe 
it v;ould have aai.T1-.od as rrmch mcrnentum to result in an ul tirnate Con-
gressional resolution on t.11.e subject. Anyhow those are I!!Y initial 













That pretty much answers I suppose, what was your reaction 
back on the 31st of July when Drinan introduced his first 
resolution? 
It was nil. It was just a frivilous act .in my judgment at 
that time. 
During the early stages of the impeachment proceedings, the 
full Corrnnittee discussed what was an impeachable offense, the 
Department of Justice came up with a memorandum, the White 
House staff had a memorandum, Mr. Doar's staff had a memo-
randum on the same thing and we are trying to get your feelings 
on what you think are the impeachable---
I 'm sure I. could phrase it a little precis ely r if I hail gi.ven. 
it any recent thought but basically I✓ agreed with the staff 
memorandum, the Doar staff memorandum. And certainly disagreed 
with the eontention that an indictable of£ense was required. 
Any conduct which was substantially contrary to the national 
interests or the description given in, on page 4, (it's an 
early page of the staff quoting some Member of Congress 
perhaps connected with the .Johnson impeachment.) It rather 
fit my description, we can pick that out very readily. That 
really fit my description but I reject for all time that it 
has to be an indictable offense . 
Now how about this situation, there is an offense in itself 
that objectively is serious but that seriousness was not at 
the time recognized as being serious by at least some 
consensus of the American people. Would that still remain 
an impeachable offense? . 
First I made the statement more or less privately several 
times during the various stages. while that argument, concerning 
an impeachable offense was going on, was that I didn't think , 
murder was an impeachable offense, that's overstating it a 
little bit but the point is that the mere fact that a crime 
was indictable unless it directly effected his duties, or was 
of such strong public moral stigma or something of that sort, 
that it did not constitute in my judgment an impeachable 
offense. I'd take an example, like negligent homicide for 
example, I wouldn't impeach a President for that. But going 
further, I do think there's implied by your question that the 
public perception of what is appropriate conduct for the 
President of the United States does have something to do 
with how you arrive at that level of misconduct absent in any 
concrete indictable or other basically a very objective 
criteria that what is the proper level of conduct which I would 
think would vary with the times and with the morality of the 
people and the degree of the status of the office at the time. 
But so I think that that does have an ingredient, but it 
certainly doesn't go as far as the political definitio~ that 









In your opening statement that Thursday evening on TV you ~aid 
that -- "I'm pursuaded that the search for truth is paramount 
in each of us and that truth like beauty is in the eyes and 
heart and conscience of the seeker." Does that imply that it 
is pretty much in the judgment of the House and in the individua. 
members of the House? 
It does. But it also implies a standard other than a political 
standard. It implies a standard of judgment and morality that 
the House must determine. In making that determination it would 
use the current level of public morality, the attainable level 
of public mor~lity , one's own level of morality, and propriety, 
and the permanent implications of that conduct on the system of 
government itself. All those things go ·into it, but it ends up 
being_ sub j ect :t.o . deterrrr;_nation a s. to th.e tru th a bout what.., 
/ 
Again in the opening statement you said, ."Are . we so morally 
bankrupt that we will accept a past cause of wrongdoing as an 
excuse?" 
That of course was a reference to the public outcry that 
everybody's doing it and that it's just politics or because 
somebody else did it once before. We could have no system 
of justice if we required that in order to enforce the law 
against one person we had to catch all the offenders and punish 
everybody from the beginning of time for that wrongdoing. There 
are many ways it can be put. But the real problem what somebody 
else did at some .. other time at some other place rea.lly has so 
little and wasn 1 t punished for has nothing to do wi th it. ·our 
system of justice is not perfect, you know. It ' s like applying 
the Biblical admonition, "Thee who is without sin,. let him cast 
the first stone." We can't accept that as an argument against 
an effort to administer justice whether in the courtroom or 
government. · 
Would you say that the fact preceeded the theory of impeachment 
or did you have in your own min d pretty much the theory of 
what is an impeachable offense before it, in fact, evolved 
for those three months? 
Yes, I had I think from the very beginning been considering what 
the effects and causes of impeachment might be. I had a 
triggering device definition in mind. I didn't attempt to 
apply it to any hypothetical set of facts. I didn't speculate 
and say, "well, if he did this and so it would be or if he did 
that it would be." I didn't carry it to that point. You know 
I would not have impeached the President for complicity in the 
Watergate break-in alone. I don't think I would have. Cause 
we didn't prove complicity .in the Watergate break-in at all, 
but had we proven it, I'm not sure that I would have impeached 
the President. The other offenses, particularly the abuse of 
power and obstruction of justice, so much more damaging and 
threatening to the system than a mere political trick although 











So I think that there's a very good chance that I would not have 
voted for impeachment based on the fact of a break-in, even if 
Richard Nixon had been one of the burglars. 
Were there any particular sources, books, whatever, that you can 
recall that you depended on or read, influenced by--? 
Well, I don't remember any that I was particularly influenced 
by. I read Ronald Verges' book on impeachment. I ~just had an 
interesting weekend by . the way; I participated in the Earl 
Warren conference of the Roscoe Pound .. American Trial Lawyers 
Foundation at Cambridge, Friday and Saturday. Rauol Berger, 
Phil Kurland, Tom Innocent of Yale, and Halpen, or something, 
I think probably the Dean of Constitutional Law at Columbia. 
University. We were divided into three groups and discussed 
the - Presidential Powers. We didn't discuss impeachment, we 
discussed Presidential Powers, but Vergie and I enjoyed meeting 
each other. So I can't say that I was particularly influenced 
by his book, as a matter of fact I disagreed w.:i.th some of his 
implications. As I recall he implied that impeachment might 
be subject to judicial rev~ew. I didn't agree with that at all. 
Other than that, I read a ,few other books but none 6f them of 
any real significance. I remember just a slight rea~ing because 
I think that I got in in the mail, the little book, Nixon: A 
Psychiatric Profile. I think that was during the course of the 
propriety hearings that I read that. 
Did you read much of the Johnson Impeachment? 
No, I was snowed under with books about that time and found that 
I had no real time to do that kind of background research. I 
did not do substantial background research on the law of impeach-
ment, I relied on the judgmental level that I've already tried 
to describe to you. As I practiced in the criminal courts, I 
prosecuted for ten years, and I found that in most cases I 
could apply my common sense and judgment and justice would 
result. And as prosecutor, ·r didn't hesitate to not process 
a case if I didn't think it would make that test, regardless 
of its technical perfection nor did I fail to prosecute a very, 
very weak case if I really thought the guilt was there and the 
level of moral culpability was there. 
Congressman, before we move away from what is an impeachable 
offense, just touch briefly on this: Once you've determined 
that something is very serious and need not necessarily be an 
indictable offense, is there a degree of belief that you might 
be able to attribute to the offense? 
Well, · there certainly is a degree of belief, but how to describe 
it in the usual terms that we know, clear and convincing or 
whatnot is difficult because no matter what words any man might 
use to describe the level of proof, it's his level of proof 
that determines what his vote is, what his verdict is and its 
wh~tever reaches that level of conscience, violation or 





whatever. In a case like this one, where you have multiple 
offenses involved, of course, the whole pattern kind of works 
together and furnishes a level of proof where each separate 
item standing alone might not meet the test. So it turns out 
to be a subjective but a well-founded belief, not frivilous. 
That's about all I can say. And -for each of us that can be 
different depending on the level of impartiality, which is a 
loose word to describe the situation, that one brought to the 
task in the first place. In spite of your effort to try"·· fo·-
be a machine at this point -- which I tried to be-:-- it is 
very difficult. All it can be is that I made a supreme 
effort to remain objective in the matter. But I can't avoid 
confessing that I had entertained doubts for a period of 
years, and I would say at least 1969, my first year here, 
b a sed upon t he President•s .hand.ling of the Vietnant War and 
his explanation of it to the American people, based upon his 
handling of the fiscal messages and his explanation of -them 
to the American people, which in my judgment were calculated 
to mislead, or at least were not candid, caused me to have a 
judgment of Richard Nixon that he was so political, and that 
almost means so partisan, as to engage in any type of manipu-
lation of power of government to further the ends of himself 
and his party. Not having been here during Lyndon Johnson's 
time, I was not prepared to say that Johnson didn't do the 
same thing. From all that I could determine, as a matt.er of 
degree, however, Johnson did not do it to the degree that 
Richard Nixon did. I came up here with a certain political 
naivity and a lack of partisanship that caused me to deplore 
that handling of the office. That was far from a ny .feeling 
that he deserved to be impeached. But I think that I would 
perhaps confessed to having had the notion from t~me to time 
that justice would eventually triumph, even if it was in 
heaven. It came in an unexpected way, without my consciously 
contributing to it. 
Did you and your family receive any threats during the end 
portion? 
The mail was sparked somewhat by the biased handling of the 
procedural issues in the early beginning, by both the minority 
and the press, caused the mail to be rather bitter and accusing 
me of partisanship and some instances and certainly demon-
strating the lack of understanding by the American people of 
how the system worked, and what the duty of the House of 
Representatives might be towards the Constitution. And the 
great preponderence among the media against any proceedings 
and they would use the typical far-fetched frightened approaches. 
A large part ·of the mail was bitter, it wasn't threatening, 
it was bitter. It was threatening politically, in that many 
letters said that I'll never vote for you again. Many people 
quoted "He who is without sin." Many people called upon 
Chappaquidik, many people said "It's just politics." ~ome 
people unfortunately said "Impeach the Congress," and 
demonstrated a deplorable lack of appreciation for the 











The threats received were not too direct, a couple. of phone 
calls to my wife about I'm going to blow his head off., the 
completely atrocious action of the state Republican Chairman 
whose name should not go down in history who said that, a£ter 
our voee on the first article, that the House Judiciary 
Committee should be put in jail,- enough threats to cause 
my Greenville office and her to collaborate on arranging 
police protection. For her to post by her telephone numbers 
of the appropriate people to call, FBI and local police, and 
perhaps a little stepped up survelliance at my house. It 
perhaps resulted in my not going home on weekends when I 
might otherwise have done. And yet, when I did go home, I 
guess the weekend after the voting. and before the Monday 
revel.atia.ns,. I went to a f.e-w pub.lie pl.aces.,. a w.edd.i.n-g;·_ -
reception, I guess, and was very well received. Of course, 
a lot of people didn't have much to say, but they were 
cordial nevertheless~ 
During this time, what other factors -- you talked about 
books and so forth, you mentioned your wife, for example. 
We asked several members what they would think at Hilton 
Head of having an informal gathering of the members wives 
because in so many cases there seemed to be a very close give 
and take there. 
My wife and I don't operate that way and she·understands it. 
I would say that I insulated myself from opinions, including 
my mail, I didn·'t read it except accidental situ.ations here 
in this period. - I started out reading it a good bit, but 
then I abandoned that. I .didn't read it in depth_but tried 
to answer it currently. And I discussed it with absolutely 
no one. Absolutely no one. Not even my wife. Of course 
when r would go home on weekends, as I did during most of 
this period, there would enivitably be two or three sentences 
passed during the course · of the weekend, maybe in the kitc·hen 
who had called, whQ __ ,had done this, what they were saying or 
whatnot, but I received that information just like I would have 
walking down the hall. I know that there was no effort on the 
part of my wife to influence me. She never really has tried 
to do that. 
Do you think the media, even unconsciously, influenced you, 
for example, that story in the New York Times on you as a key 
figure, that type of thing? 
I don't recall having been targeted by anybody as a key figure 
until it was all over. 
It was on the 27th of July. 










No, I was not aware of any outside identification of any 
particular role that I was playing. Although I was aware, 
because I maintained it so constantly and was bombarded 
just as constantly, I was aware that I was being identified 
as one of those who would not reveal how I was thinking and 
would not discuss it. 
Did you read the Times, for example, or Newsweek, constantly? 
No. 
What information or evidence did you consider most helpful or 
most convincing during the inquiry? 
<
The -oraL testimony was the most convincing ·and that's· John-
Dean and Kalmbach, · and one or two others who were convincing 
in their obvious lack of candidness. 
SPL - · Since we're putting the record together for the members the 







so far so I'd just like to quote what he said about you, he 
said, "Mann considers that :the issue had become constitutional 
for him when the Committee in early July had called live 
witnesses to put flesh and voice to the documentary evidence. 
The testimony of Butterfield had moved into the thought of 
overall Presidential responsibility~ Then he quotes you, 
"This question of accountability', to what extent can a President 
stay behind closed doors, run this country, and wash his. hands 
of the responsibility for the action of his men~ 
He quotes me from a statement at the hearing, because I never 
was interviewed by him with connection with the book. This 
is true. Of course, none of us had really stood off and 
looked at the forest, we saw all these little trees as testi-
mony was presented. The presentation of John Doar tended to 
pull it together later, but it was the oral testimony that 
kind of emphasized the monstrasity of the whole thing. And 
the lives that had been ruined or damaged without any apparent 
remorse. The testimony tended to complete the picture and 
fill in the gaps, just kind of all made it hang together. 
Then when John Doar made his presentation, it really did 
hand together. It was during that period that I began to 
say that the solution was inescapable. 
Do you think a clear and convincing case could have been made 
without the tapes? 
No. 
That the tapes were essential? 
I do. 
What was your .feeling when you actually sat in the hearing room 








My recollection at this moment is that I wasn't overly impressed 
with the revelations that I got from the tapes; I had overheard 
Rodino maybe, or someone else, who had previewed some of the 
tapes, talking about how revealing, the word shocking might 
have been used, or revealing was used in such a manner to 
indicate how convincing it was of culpability. I didn't form 
that impression, except very slowly as the tapes were presented. 
I don't recall what the first two or three tapes were but I 
don't remember being impressed by the first tapes -,that I heard. 
The expression, the tone, the things that were unsaid and whatno1 
didn't come as any real eye-opener to me, I don't think. 
Do you recall what your relationship with the more, perhaps· 
liberal members of. the Democratic group in .the Judiciary 
Committee was? Did that change noticably ~uring the Spring 
and Summer with your silence about impeachment or vice versa? 
No, a great tolerance, I thought, existed during that time. 
Nobody was trying to convince anybody else on a personal 
basis of anything. Even though I, in my own mind, knew that 
there was several of them that no matter what they looked at 
and were showed, were going to vote for impeachment. None of 
them tried to impose their ideas on me. Nor was there any 
moving apart because they knew that I was unconvinced, that 
I might very well end up being a defender of the President. 
There was not any indication that anybody resented my failure 
to take a hard stand. If anything,there was an increased 
fellowship and respect based upon the fact that we were 
confronted with this difficult task and we were thrown closer 
together, more than usual, so it was a corning clo_~er together 
in that respect without moving apart because of ideological 
differences. 
How did you at the moment e·xplain on the 28th of June when 
Rodino was _quoted in the Los Angeles Times as saying there 
is going to be a unanimous Democratic vote? 
That's when somebody who visited his office was quoted as 
saying that he made that statement. It turned out that one 
of the people who visited the office was a reporter or else 
they made a report to a reporter. Well, it came as a very 
great surprise to me because he knew he had no basis to make 
any such statement, that's_ why he protested so loudly about 
it, because he, I guess, was afraid that those of us whom he 
knew that he couldn't quote that way might resent it 
irreparably. As far as assuming his interest was in 
orchestrating a successful impeachment, I don't say that was 
his interest and I don't say that it wasn't. The denial that 
he issued carried some credibility to me, so I didn't resent 
it substantially. I didn't like it but I didn't resent it 
substantially . . I didn't belabor the point with anyon~. I 
guess he made an explanation to the Committee, but I don't 





Yes, and on the Floor, too. How did you evaluate the work of 
the defense counsels, St. Clair, Garrison, Jenner? 
Of course, I was a great admirer of Jenner, because I saw in 
him the objectivity of a great lawyer. Now, I view John Doar 
the same way. I viewed him, not as an advocate, but as a great 
lawyer who was seeking the truth. So I thought Jenner, because 
of his obvious agreement with Doar on certain procedural 
matters, matters more legal than factual, I saw a willingness 
to conceed to the logical answer rather than knit-pick or 
quibble for partisan reasons or just to be difficult, and I 
appreciated that trait. _in him as I'm sure several of the 
Republicans appreciated it, even though they were hard put to 
stem the. tide that eve-ntua J.,ly s w.ept. him out. I did no.t know 
Garrison and had no dealings with him and didn•t have any 
dealings- with him throughout the entire proceedings and never 
even heard him, had no measure of his ability until his final 
argument. Then I was impressed by the way he made the best 
of what. he had on rather short notice~ But throughout the 
course of the hearings as the opinions were asked on procedural 
matters and whatnot, Garrison was called upon ti give an 
opinion, he was usually to present some technical or tenuous 
reason in support of the opposite position, very' adroi t ly ·even 
when .as _ I indicated ,it was very '.tenuous ,, he seemed to find the 
only one that could have been made in most cases. It was not 
a good argument, but it was a technical argument and that 
doesn't endear me to a lot of it particularly. If that• ·s 
all he's got, I guess it was his job to present it . So, he 
did it to satisfy the requirements of those of the minority 
who were willing to allow any technicality to defeat the 
impeachment process; and there were several. 
There were several who believed rightly or wrongly that the 
Democrats were acting conspiratorily and it was their duty 
to do the same thing on behalf of the President. It was 
distressing to me from both stan dpoints. That anybody can be 
that partisan from either side. But it was there. That's that. 
So he was responding to that motivation in the various opinions 
that he gave as we went along. In the final analysis he had to 
present the best argument that he could, I guess, and. I thought 
he did a creditable job in marshalling the facts in a technically 
good matter. So, now as far as St. Clair is concerned, St. Clair 
again in his questioning was the supreme advocate only 
interested in trying to identify some weak link or contra-
diction and willing to let stand what he knew was the wrong 
impression. Now, that's all right in an advocate in the 
courtroom; but in my judgment .it doesn't do credit to a lawyer 
in this proceeding. It does credit to him as a lawyer as far 
as his technical qualifications are concerned, but not to that 










Another member of the Coalition phrased it this way; would you 
as a lawyer say that this is an overstatement: . That whereas 
Ford had brought his life to the Judiciary Committee -the 
preceeding fall, Ni x on brought his lawyers, and that alone 
w~s enough to jaundice the case. 
That's too much of an overstatement. I find no criticism of 
either Nixon or the procedure by the fact that he chose to 
send a lawyer rather than coming himself. Given the mental 
attitude that he had, he chose not to be more candid. I 
would hope that the system would not operate to the degree 
that it did to conceal or to fail to account to the degree 
that happened with Nixon. We have to understand the nature 
of the man and the way he had been operating for those years 
to realize why he thought everybody was his enemy. 
What was your. re-action. to the l E"..aks'? 
/ 
Well, I didn't like the fact that-: leaks occurred . but I don't 
subscribe· to the idea that they were in most cases deliberate 
or calculated. I caught myself on one occasion saying some- · 
thing or nodding my head whe n a reporter asked me a question~ 
That, I was afraid, was a leak. · And, yet, · I was just feeling 
sorry for the reporter, trying to give him a little something 
to go on and not thinking of what ·I had revealed was of any 
real secret nature anyhow. And the fact that we were considering 
these public facts behind closed doors didn't make it a great 
sin to let it be known that we we.re considering these already 
known facts behind closed doors. · So, I · think it was overplayed 
from the· partisan standpoint and that more deliberate wrong-
doing occurre·d i·n retaliation of non-deliberate l e aking. As 
far as the culpability is concerned, that's where I would put 
it rather than give some credenc e to the idea that. some of 
these leaks could have been good faith,sort of, accidential 
things. : L just educated guesses in some cases. 
Now that we've considered a wee k ago, the week itself and the 
last hour of the preceeding months, let's switch now to the 
29th of July and you recapitulate your own feelings after that 
first vote on the first impeachment article? 
Well, I don't rightly know since I guess all that I did was 
come back to the office and call my wife ·and then go to bed 
because I was meeting the next morning to work with some 
people on article two. I don't think that I'm without emotion 
but I can be rather calm and hard and cool, when I need to be 
and once I made that decision and, of course, even though I've 
indicated that my process of decision really occurred during 
the two weeks or so before the vote, I reserved until the very 
last, until I ·voted what I might do. I had made no commitments 
to anybody, including myself, nor in my opening talk that would 
have prevented me from voting either way. And there could have 
been developments, I don't know what kind, that might have 








the impeachability of the conduct was such to drive me into 
that vote. Well, after the vote, I don't remember specifically 
what I did or how I felt. I'm sure I felt the continuing 
grimness that I felt when I voted. I didn't go partying and 
I certainly didn't go and get drunk; I merely faded back to 
my office alone and guess that I called my wife; _ I'm not even 
sure of that. So I'm afraid that I don't reallX recall any · 
outstanding features on it. If I had any difficulty sleeping, 
I don't recall because I do recall that I was fir the next 
morning and able to proceed with the work. 
You have already, I'm sure, have answered this in substance, 
but just for the record -- in anticipation of a Senate trial, 
were you as a lawyer satis£ ied with articles one and two as 
defensible-? ,,,. 
Yes, indeed. I thought they were quite adequate based upon 
my experience with criminal indictments, as .I : ha-ve prepared 
them. I think any more detail would have been · inappropriate 
and I thought that the detail that was. there was certainly 
enough to put the defendant on notice as to what he was charged 
with, particularly given the facts that his lawyer was_ present 
for the presentation of the testimony upon which they were 
based. Plus the arguments on the facts- made by the Judiciary 
Committee itself. So, I had no question in my mind at all that 
the articles were appropriate. I thought they were well-balanced. 
That's pretty strong. That you move in either direction, 
simplification or more detailed , would have been wrong. 
Did you give any thought to possibly being a manager in the 
Senate? 
I gave substantial thought to it because my name started being 
mentioned. It was mentioned in the press. I'll say the leading 
Republican in my district communicated with me, I don't · 
remember precisely how, indicating that what I had done to 
that point was defensible or understandable, but that to 
proceed further and be a prosecutor would probably not be 
tolerable in my district. I guess I got similar advice from 
others to be the cutting edge or to take a leading role in 
that trial in the matter with only one person in that way, 
my brother who is a lawyer in Greenville. His comment was 
· that the historical opportunity, from the legal and govern-
mental and -- let's use the word statesman--my contribution 
would make. He knows my low-key manner as far as prosecution 
is concerned, as seeking after the truth and not too much 
advocacy. It was just an opportunity that could not be 
passed up -- that was his opinion. I, if I had accepted, it 
would have been solely because I thought it was an inescapable 
duty. I'll go further and be completely candid and say that 
when one looks around the House Judiciary Committee and picks 
the people who portray the moderate nonpersecutorial, non-
prejudiced image, you get down to very few. From that standpoint, 







because I did have that image. There weren't many that did. 
--You know just as a kind of ridiculous example, but you put 
Father Drinan and Liz Holtzman and Don Edwards over there in 
that job and it wouldn't come out the same as ·if you put 
Sarbanes, Mann, Hungate, Flowers, and Railsback~ let's say. 
So that is the kind of situation that we would have been 
confronted with. 
A broader question -- Do you think that there are some 
_beneficial results for our system of government, you used 
that phrase several times, that did accrue from the whole 
impeachment procedure? 
I don't think that there is any question about Lt -- that the 
p,1uses are so tremendous when compareft to the minuses. I would 
have difficulty finding any minuses. The pluses are so great. 
But the pl.uses are so ephemeral they are disipating fast. - The 
concept of the American people of the system, by that I mean 
their understanding of what representative government is, 
remains unclear. I'll be a little bit selfish and prejudiced 
when I say the system I'm primarily talking. about is the way 
the American people govern ' through representatives. I'm not 
talking quite so much about the struggle for power between the 
exeuctive and Congress, but to a degree I am talking about that. 
The fixation that· the American people have come to have on 
the Presidency, you know I hate to make an extreme statement 
like this, had gotten so bad and ' many things contributed to 
it. The electronic throne that he could mount at any time and 
tell. the people what he wanted them to hear. The nonintended 
benefit that the media gave to the office by the way they 
handled the news. After all, the White House made it easy 
for them to get the news, they laid it out to them and spoke 
with one voice and it was more news that the President signed 
into law a bill that he opposed while it was before the Congress, 
so he gets all the credit. And when the bureaucracy does 
something, the President gets the credit. Actually, the 
Congress should get credit for what the bureaucracy does in 
many cases because it is pursuant to programs that we've 
authorized. So the editorial writer or the columnist says 
write your Congressman, they've appropriated money that went 
for love in Michigan. And low and behold, we appropriated 
money for research and education or something and because of 
the way the Executive branch handles that money we get the flak. 
So unintentionally the press, in spite of their dislike 
alledgedly of Richard Nixon, furthered the cause of this wrong 
overriding Presidential power. The fact that that fixation 
still persists is demonstrated by the fact that Jerry Ford 
felt free to get on the tube to make statements after 
presenting his energy program on which we'd been a 100 years 
getting around to and the solutions are many and his solutions 
are only one and a partial one as anybody would admit. And, 
yet, it was so important that he felt he could issue a·public 
statement 10 days later, having taken of course six months 




And accuse the Congress of being a do-nothing Congress as if, 
and of course he knew better~ that he was taking advantage of 
the public perception of what the Congress is that monolithic 
conspiritorial institution that is going to keep our President 
from doing something, when it so happens he agrees with or· 
that they agree with him. 
The second lesson is that our sy.stem is strong enough to 
withstand these kinds of things. And that no man is indispen-
sable is a lesson that will last but it's not so important 
if the man that is in there can exercise such great power that · 
the people's representatives are in essence deprived of their 
function. So I perceive a need for continuing citizenship 
education in this country by some organization or some 
mechani sro,,.the bar association o.r the Le.a:gue. of . Women.1 s; . Voters. 
or whoever. So, I think the lessons of Watergate are not going 
to be as practically effective as the.y should be and I think 
that the leadership in Congress bears some of the blame, a 
large part of the blame, because instead of responding with 
some new _innovative 20th century capability changes in the 
Congress, they merely made political statements and asserted 
that because we overrode a .couple of vetos there during that 
early period after the impeachment that ·the Congress had 
reasserted itself. That, of course, if poppycock. The 
Congress is not reasserting itself. · It probably wouldn't _ 
have reacted any differently if Richard Nixon had still been 
in but we are allowing ourselves ,· to continue in the old 
traditional methods of legislating when the complexity 
of this government has gotten to be so great that we. are 
legislating in the dark so far as information and facts of a 
verifiable nature are concerned. With the withholding of 
information by the Executive branch and the lack of developing 
of information by the Legislative branch. The knee-jerk 
reaction to the budget which we have done · something about 
was before Watergate, and will be helpful. Although it is a , 
self-policing mechanism, one of the helpful features of it 
is that at least the Congress is going to take a look at 
income estimates now. They never used to do that; they would . 
accept the Executive's income estimates, and merely nit-pick 
the expenditure estimates. So, if we take a look at the 
income estimates, and then if we develop a capability to take 
a look at the programs and then we can exercise the power of 
purse. As I indicated it's just a lack of bold moves. I 
don't believe the strong leadership of Rayburn or anyone else 
could substantially change the handicaps under which Congress 
is now operating. I think if it could be summed up, it could 
be said that Congress has not equipped itself with information 
to do its job. That means institutionalizing and regularizing 
its procedures with reference to that information so that the 
proper use is made of it. When I use the terms institutionalizin~ 
and regularizing I mean that we have a system to make use of that 
information and not leave it to the whim of some individual in 
the system, committee chairman, subcommittee chairman or whatnot 
to determine whether or not that information is to be used~ 












I'd like to go back to one quick point on the vote on article 
one. Some members in the interviews so far have expressed the 
feeling as they were sitting there, several of the other 
members were acting for the cameras when they were voting, 
that they had been preparing themselves for quite a while. 
Did you get that impression? 
No, I'm not aware that anybody did that. Of course, I haven't 
seen a replay; I can't say that, I guess ·I did see a · replay of 
the voting, in a haphazard manner over the ·next week or two. 
I never really studied a replay, so, that I could ··make a 
judgment, but of what I did see, I formed no such impression. 
Do you think future generations now have a clearer definition 
of an impea~hable offense? 
Yes, I do. I think that the handling of it by constitutional 
scholars and by civics teachers and the . like will be such that 
the old idea of an indictable offense will be substantially 
put to rest. There will be . some who will still contend that 
it was a partisan or political matter and, therefore, the · .. · 
precedent is not binding, but I think in most cases it will 
come out that it is a meaningful precedent. 
It's been said that the inquiry staff did very little original 
work, do you accept this as just criticism? 
As a matter :of :. fact,. Jerry Zeifman was interviewed just the -other 
night on TV, and one of the things ·he said was that the Doar 
staff didn't do any original work. 
I heard that he engaged in some sour grapes subsequently. I 
didn't see it. To a degree he's right. It was a collating and 
gathering of existing information and the investigative effort 
was virtually nil from what -I could determine and the developing 
of any new information. They did a lot of •interviewing of 
witnesses and the record, however, did not reflect too many 
of those statements or quotes from those statements but ··.the 
explanation for that is that the Ervin Committee had done 
such .a marvelous investigative job, that they didn't leave 
much new ground to be plowed or that could be reached. They 
probably did spend a world of time in duplicating effort of 
the Ervin Committee and came up with very little that was new 
or different. So, it's not that they didn't try to develop 
independent information, but they were handicapped in that 
the Ervin Committee had already plowed the ground. 
Had you paid much attention or perhaps a great deal of 
attention to the Ervin Committee the previous summer? 
Very little. When I say very little, I didn't stay up and 
watch the replays on TV. I just · caught ·snatches of it from 
time to time and glanced at the news stories. I won't-say very 








The pragmatic aftermath question: What effect do you think 
your role in the impeachment hearings had on your reelection? 
Well, I think it resulted in a slight slipage in my reelection 
margin. First, because of the proximity of the vote to the 
impeachment proceedings and the resignation and the emotion 
level that had not subsided in the minds of what otherwise 
may have been very reasonable people. It would be .,mainly a 
very wild guess to say to what extent I thought it affected 
it. One clue is I think a little poll I had taken by the 
Political Department of Furman University as a student project 
and I paid for the expenses. They found that my rating 
with the older people was. poor and I certainly don'i: attrihute:a 
that to my failure to support programs for the elderly, or · 
my historical. image in the community, on the contrary, that 
would have enabled me to be able to count on the old people 
and wonder about the young people. I consider that purely 
based upon the Nixon issue. You know ·that basically the 
communities of older people couldn't reconcile themselves to 
this radicalization of the .procedure as they might have 
perceived it. So, I feel that I lost as much as 5 or 6% 
of the vote on account of · that issue. · I lost another smalJ 
increment because of confusion of the governor's race in 
South Carolina, which caused some people to vote straight 
Republican and resulted in the election of a Republican 
Governor in South Carolina. In spite of that, I got a 
good vote, 62.9%. But I meant to add also that there were-
many, many people who :might have otherwise been lukewarm or 
unimpressed, or routine supporters of mind who became very 
proud and very enthusiastic and convinced that they had 
good representation and so they voted with a little bit more 
vehemence but with normal numbers. (LAUGHTER} · 
To go back to a point you made a little while ago, concerning 
Congress and information, didn't we almost have that case with 
the impeachment inquiry? In other words, the inquiry staff 
would assemble the information, it would go to John Doar and 
he then decided what went to the Committee and when it went 
to the Committee. 
I don't consider that the same situation; that's purely a 
situation of a lawyer organizing the evidence in what he 
thought was the most logical or perhaps even pursuasive ·or 
convincing manner. That is or would be a part of any · 
investigative effort to sort the wheat from the chaff and not 
as they might do in the bureau -- select the chaff. (LAUGHTER) 
There was no adversary atmosphere as between John Doar and 
the Committee or between John Doar and the truth or between 
John Doar and the President, per se. There is almost no 
adversary position between the Executive and the Congress, 
it shouldn't be that way. Our founding fathers didn'i 
intend that when they devised the principle of separation 
of powers. They thought they were dividing up the duties, 












which of course the two party system is indicative to that 
adversary atmosphere. But it is not the same. 
Now, by May 1975,which is 10 months after the whole affair is 
over, you made the decision to tape your recollections of the. 
Coalition. What were some of the factors that possibly- would . 
have made you be a little more reluctant last October, let's 
say, than your willingness now in May? Was there any difference 
in the time that affected your willingness? 
I don't think . so. I have . never failed to respond to inqu,i.ries -
or even detailed interviews with reference to the matter. I 
had one previous somewhat detailed o~al interview a . couple .of 
months .. age by-~~ ·froli.. Y~~- ~-- r wa~:-e1ipping-:. ctlcmg: pretty 
good there, - and it's quite possibl~ that I can get ·that- tape 
and make it available for supplemental or comparison purpose-s 
of this interviev. There were some people and I · won't name -
the names who had done a good bit of background work on 
this -- on the impeachment procedure · -- before the proceedin.gs: 
and all through the proceedings, and ·-beyond the proceedings, 
who I knew were working on books and ·if I displayed any reluc-
tance it was in· giving them the fruits of their endeavors 
before some other version interferred. 
Is it practically politically safer now to do this than it 
would have been to do this in October or November of last 
year? 
No, I don't think so. 
One of the questions and he may have al-ready answered this 
and I missed it, to go back to the treatment of the press 
of the whole impeachment g+oup, can you give just your 
assessment of that treatment? 
Yes, I was generally satisfied with the treatment of it, by 
the major newspapers, the New York Times, the Washington Post, 
Los Angeles Times, and the St. Louis Dispatch. But only in 
comparison of the absolutely deplorable treatmen~ that was 
received among what I would describe generally as less 
sophisticated newspapers throughout the country. The local 
newspapers, the papers that didn't maintain an adequate 
Washington connection, and their picking up on the sensa-
tional parts and the partisan ?a~ts and the parts that would 
-promote their political view which ·was basically I think 
certainly in my part of the country pro-Nixon·. Now that's 
in the failure to report factual developments and failure to 
report objectively on some of the disputed procedural matters, 
for example. But in spite of that comparison, basically I 
was disillusioned, bitterly disappointed that all papers 
weren't devoting more space and attention, to an explanation 
on the process as it went along. And you know these reporters 
assumed that the reader knew as much as they did about the 








and an investigative committee proceeding and things of- that · 
sort. So that rather than having a strong constitutional. 
and judicial objectivity to it, the proceedings were painted 
as a partisan political exercise. That was the way it came out. 
When all they had to do was ln each story, temper -it with a 
little information about how this . fit in the overall picture· 
and what this was based upon_· and how it was appropriate a~d 
how the Committee was seeking to "do these things and what had · 
happened on other cases ·and the like. But no paper did that; 
the bigger papers did it a whole lot ·better, but no paper did 
it adequately. They made bad news out of it. There was no 
good news about how the system was designed and about how it 
was functioning. So that caused me on at least one· occasion, 
and it '.s printec;l in my _ lpc~ paE~ t :,t:o cal~ upon . the. _ Am~rican 
Bar Associatlon~-~to-eonmict·,i,:il!,h:i-d i ew·,piogr ams . and tci 'provid;a~- ,. ,,_ . 
this sort of civics and constitutiona"'l education. 
Mr. Mann we are very gratef~l for your patience- and time. 
Not at all and I'll try to restructure a little bit of my 
activity in two or three areas. 
/ 
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